Collaboration with our clients is a key component as we construct environmentally sensitive buildings which provide substantial cost savings.

Why Choose JTS

- Custom Built
- Piggyback/Lease - Leaseback
- Single Classrooms to full Campuses
- 50 Yr. Lifecycle
- Innovated Designs
- Slab-on-Grade or Stemwall Foundations

At JTS Modular, innovated building design and construction is our specialty. Standards in modular manufacturing have changed in the past decade. Today there is a realization that permanent modular buildings have limitless dosing capabilities with precision engineering and indistinguishable characteristics from site-build construction.
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PLEASE CALL US AT 661.835.9270  OR VISIT  WWW.JTSMODULAR.COM
Name of Project:
Orosi High School

Location:
Orosi, CA

Scope of Work:
- 14,900 sqft
- 3 Science Classrooms Wings
- Slab-on-Grade
- Custom Design
- Exterior Tile Features
- 25' Interior Corridor

JTS Modular, Inc.
7001 McDivitt Drive, Bakersfield, CA 93313